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Media Advance Calibration image processing algorithm
on a new diagnostic plot
Abstract
In page wide array printers, the advance of the media through the print zone has a high impact on image
quality attributes such as margin registration, skew banding and horizontal banding, among others.
To compensate for mechanical tolerances that can affect the print quality, the media advance needs to
be calibrated in the printer. This calibration is based on characterizing media advance error in the form of
parameters to a predetermined model, followed by the correction of their deviations from the nominal
values.
In current products this calibration is done as part of the manufacturing process and requires specialized
instruments and skilled operators. Existing user‐side calibrations are limited in resolution and accuracy,
mainly due to the limitations of the embedded line sensor that is used in the calibration.
In this report a new calibration process is described, based on a new diagnostic plot that, after being
printed and scanned with a 2D scanner, is analyzed by an image processing algorithm that automatically
calculates the media advance error of the printer. These measurements are subsequently converted into
model parameters.
This new solution can be performed by any kind of user since it is automatic, and by using the
integrated in‐printer scanner it can achieve a much better resolution than previous calibrations.

Description
The proposed solution consists of an automatic end‐to‐end calibration, divided in distinct phases, to
perform the media advance error compensation process by using an image scanner.
The first step is to print a diagnostic plot. The diagnostic plot we propose is composed of multiple squares
that are used for taking measurements as well as a modest number of fiducials (V shape) (Figure 1).
The second step is to scan the diagnostic plot using the integrated device scanner.
The final step consists in processing the scanned image to estimate the Media Advance Error. This can be
divided into two parts: analyzing the image to obtain the measurements and calculating the Media
Advance error from the measurements.
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Figure 1 – Section of the Media Advance diagnostic plot

To obtain the measurements from the scanned image, the fiducials are located, and their position is used
to transform the image to the correct scale and global shape (by finding a homography to dewarp the
image).
When the image is corrected, we can define a region of interest and determine which squares are printed
at the same time (hence after the same advance). The difference between the locations in one row and
the next one subtracted from the nominal advance is a good approximation of the advance error between
the different nominal positions.
The procedure described above works both for scanning printers and for page‐wide array printers. In a
scanning printer the printhead is moved over the medium in a direction perpendicular to the media
advance direction while the medium itself is immobile, after which the medium is advanced for the next
pass. In a page‐wide array printer a stationary bar of print heads covering the full media width prints while
the medium moves underneath it at (nominally) constant speed.
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At this point, we have a large number of advance error measurements for each nominal advance. With
these measurements the Media Advance Error can be parameterized, for example by finding the
parameter values that minimize the sum of the squares of the advance errors. A typical, but by no means
the only media advance model that we can fit our parameters to is based on some rotary element like a
roller directly driving the media advance, and relates the nominal angular position with the measured
positions.
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